South Asia & Far East
South Asia
South Asia is home to a solid one-third of the world’s population.
The region is home to the highest and the second highest mountain
peaks of the world (Everest and K2). Most of the world’s quality water
resources are in the region with the river systems originating from the
Himalayas. Home to marvels such as the Taj Mahal, Ajanta, Sigiriya,
Timpu, and Taxila, the heritage and cultures of the region date back
thousands of years. For centuries, the region has been a hotspot for
seafaring nations looking for spices and other riches. The cuisine of
the region is exquisite, and its people are friendly and warm. The
South Asian region has the key ingredients to delight its visitors.

Far East
As far as we at Original Travel are concerned the Far East (comprising
South East Asia, China and Japan) is somewhere particularly special.
For the most part it represents extremely good value for money is filled
to the brim with spectacular land- and city-scapes, and boasts heritage
galore and food to die for. Finally, there’s that great clincher – excellent
service. Experience for yourself the ultimate travel to the Pacific Rim’s
most exciting spots.
Each destination embodies its very own distinctive flavour of
timeless traditions, warm friendly people, inspiring landmarks,
tantalizing cuisine and fabulous entertainment that are simply beyond
comparison. From Thailand’s signature heart-warming hospitality to
Cambodia’s magnificent marvels of Mankind; Bali’s eccentric artisan
culture and breathtaking panoramas to Hong Kong and Singapore’s
society of sophisticated glamour and extravagance. This luxuriously
appointed private journey boasts the world’s best accommodations,
incomparable service by your very own personal guide whose
sole mission is dedicated to your total comfort and pleasure, and a
meticulously planned itinerary that offers a glimpse of the exotic Far
East like no other.
As SkyPalm Travel & Tours, we greatly value all Asia
destinations. We are working ceaselessly to become the
most qualified travel agency providing travel services to
Asia in East Africa.

Safari & Zanzibar
Tanzania: Maasai, migration & natural wonders Tanzania’s most famous
safari destinations – the Serengeti, Ngorongoro Crater and Lake
Manyara – lie conveniently close to each other on the ‘Northern Safari
Circuit’ and deliver some of Africa’s very best Big 5 game viewing
and wildebeest migration safaris. When it comes to travel bucket lists,
Tanzania is home to both the Serengeti – the setting for the wildebeest
migration between January and August – and Africa’s highest peak
and the only snow-capped mountain in the tropics, Mount Kilimanjaro.
The ease with which a child-friendly safari can be combined with a
beach holiday makes Tanzania a shoo-in for families while the country’s
most exclusive and luxurious safari lodges and beach retreats make for
an unforgettable Tanzania honeymoon. And for a full East Africa safari
experience, our experts have selected a range of Kenya & Tanzania
safari combinations. Browse our range of Tanzania safari itineraries
for ideas and inspiration or simply contact one of our African Safari
Experts for assistance with planning a tailor-made tour.
Zanzibar: As SkyPalm Travel & Tours located in Dar Es Salaam, just
across of the beautiful island of Zanzibar; we have an extended network
of accommodation facilities and for all type of activity providers in
Zanzibar. Thanks to our daily dialogues with our colleagues in Zanzibar
in the accommodation sector; we are always getting the latest updates
and the best rates that no other agency from other parts of the World
could obtain.

As SkyPalm Travel & Tours, one of our expertises is Safaris in
East Africa, especially in Tanzania. Please contact our highly
experienced Safari consultants for any type of Safari related
enquires included but not limited to: Vehicle Safaris, Boat
(River) Safaris, Walking Safaris, Photography Safaris, Cultural
Safaris and so forth.
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Turkey

Arabian Peninsula

Turkey has been the cradle of cultures and civilizations connecting
Europe and Asia and capital of civilizations that have reined the lands
of Anatolia for centuries. Turkish culture which has evolved under the
influence of various communities over the centuries and spread over
the extensive lands of Anatolia attracts the attention for its unique
elements. At the crossroads of the East and the West, Turkish culture,
from its cuisine to social life, bears the traces of different cultures.

Tourism in the Arab World covers various activities such as travel to
deserts, skydiving, hot air balloon tours, trekking, sporting events,
shopping, visit to historical sites and museums, music festivals,
medical tourism and MICE. Arabian Peninsula countries are rich in
cultural heritages as other parts of the world.

Great Things to do in Turkey!
• Bosporus is one of the world’s most beautiful and important straits.
Among the must-see sites of Istanbul and adorned with lights on both
sides, the amazing scenery of the Bosporus can be enjoyed by taking
a refreshing boat excursion.
• Cappadocia is one of nature’s most exquisite and unique regions
worth sightseeing by taking a hot air balloon ride over the astonishing
landscape at sunrise.
• Visitors to the Turkish Riviera should not miss the chance to join a
blue cruise tour along the azure shores of Bodrum, Fethiye, Marmaris,
Kaş and Kalkan located by the fascinating Aegean and Mediterranean
seas.
• Do not miss the opportunity to shop in Turkey offering fair prices
and great variety of products from World famous brands to traditional
trademarks.
• Gourmets should definitely not miss the chance to taste the
traditional kebabs, pastries, diverse kinds of baklava, Turkish coffee,
ayran and syrups which are the most delicious specialties of Turkish
culinary culture.
• Istanbul’s Topkapi Palace, Hagia Sophia and the Ethnographic
Museum are among the must-see sites that will complete your vacation
by adding a flair of antiquity.
• Turkey, a peninsula surrounded by the most beautiful turquoise seas,
invites holiday-makers to explore the rich underwater and beautiful.
• The Grand Bazaar (Kapaliçarşi) and Spice Bazaar (Misir Çarşisi) are
among the most renowned traditional and historical shopping districts
that are worth the visit.

The Desert
The austere allure of the desert has attracted Western travellers to
Arabia for centuries. Marco Polo and T.E. Lawrence are among many
famous travellers beguiled by the beauty of the barren landscapes
and the challenge they suggest to body and soul. Thankfully, modern
travellers no longer need risk life and limb to encounter the wilderness
as roads and camps make encounters with the desert possible for all.
Urban landscapes
For those looking for a
dynamic urban experience,
the Gulf cities are the place
to find it. With high incomes
per capita, elegant towers,
opulent hotels and eccentric
malls, these cities offer the
“pleasure domes” of the
modern world.
Legendary hospitality
The essence of the Arabian Peninsula lies in its people: good-natured
haggling in souks, cursing on long journeys, sharing of sweet tea on
the edge of wild places. Unifying all, there’s Islam, a way of life, the call
to prayer carried on an inland breeze, a gentle hospitality extended
towards strangers. And this is what many travellers most remember
of their visit to the region – the ancient tradition of sharing “bread and
salt” and of ensuring safe passage, albeit given a modern context.
Visitors can expect friendly exchange as equally in supermarkets as
in remote desert villages.
Cultural riches
It’s hard to think of Arabia without conjuring the Queen of Sheba
holding court at Ma’rib in Yemen; camel caravans bearing frankincense
from Dhofar in Oman; dhows laden with pearls from Dilmun; the
ruins of empire in Saudi Arabia’s Madain Saleh. The caravans and the
dhows may be plying different trades these days, but the lexicon of
The Thousand and One Nights that brought Scheherazade’s exotic,
vulnerable world to the West, still helps define the Peninsula today.
Visit a fort, barter in a souk or step into labyrinthine alleyways and
you’ll discover the perennial magic of Arabia.
As SkyPalm Travel & Tours, situated in East Africa just below Arabian
Peninsula; we are strategically located along Indian Ocean and on
the major routes between Africa and Arabian Peninsula. Also our
strong connections in Turkey provide us alternative routes and
facility options for Arabian Peninsula destinations.

As in SkyPalm Travel & Tours our top management is from Turkey;
we are confident in ourselves that we are the most qualified travel
agency in Eastern Africa for providing travel services to Turkey.
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